I GM Tournament Gens Una Sumus
Cracow, 24-30.06.2017

1. Organizer:
Gens Una Sumus Foundation in Cracow.
2. Venue:
The tournament will take place in Kraków (place will be given at a later time)
3. System rozgrywek:
Tournamnent will be played in a roundrobin system with 9 rounds. .
The transmission from each chessboard will be conducted.
4. Pace of the game:
90 minutes + 30 second per each player.
5. Financial conditions:
Entry fee will depend on ranking with the aim to cover the organizational expenses of the
tournament in accordance with individual arrangements.
6. Prizes:
The cups for the 1- 3 places and diplomas for every participant of the tournament.
7. Schedule
23.06.2017 (Fraiday) since 8 p.m – the obligatory technical meeting. For more details go
to www.gensunasumus.pl.
8. Application:
To apply write at (Dariusz Mikrut) darmik@poczta.fm with limited number of players.
9. Accommodation
AGH campus (150 m from the play room) . Prices concern rooms with the internet ( with no

meals)
REGISTRATION should contain: name and surname, title, rating, birth date (day, month,
year), club, accommodation information
We have free option of accomodation:
STANDARD version (hostel, bathroom for 4 rooms):
Single room - 60 zł/night [420 zł/7 days]
Double room - 80 zł/night [560 zł/7 days]
KOMFORT version (hostel):
Double room in Studio (2 x double rooms, bathroom and kitchen for 2 rooms in studio)

95zł/doba [ 665 zł/7 days]
Single room with bathroom for 2 rooms - 75 zł/night [525 zł/7 days]
PREMIUM version (hostel):
Double room in Studio (2 x double rooms with bathroom and kitchen and TV, fridge) - 140
zł/doba [980 zł/7 days]
Single room with bathroom, kitchen, TV, fridge - 100 zł/night [700 zł/7 days]
10. Closing remarks
- The final interpretation is up to the organizer.
- Players insure at their own expense.
- Up to 14 days the list of players will be published.
- Players who want to win GM title may participate
- We may help in organizing meals. There are Lewiatan shop , bars and canteens
around MS AGH offering tasty meals at 8-12 PLN for dinner.
- Starting fee will not be returned
- Neat and elegant clothing is required

